Situating math word problems: The story matters
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In two experiments, we explored how the situation model of a math story problem impacts math problem performance. Participants completed multiplication story problems in which a set of objects was associated with or dissociated from a protagonist, making them more or less accessible in memory during answer retrieval. On the basis of previous findings that the sum of two numbers interferes with retrieval of their product, the number of objects in the math problem was either highly interfering (“9” for $4 \times 5$) or less interfering (“8” for $4 \times 5$) for multiplication retrieval in the problem. Participants made more errors in problem solving when highly interfering numerical content was associated with the protagonist and, thus, foregrounded. Moreover, the lower one's working memory, the bigger this effect. In sum, small changes in the situation model of a math story problem can harm performance. These changes shift the balance of factors that influence math performance away from math knowledge and toward individual differences in general cognitive capacity.

Foregrounding in Math Story Problems

Work in reading comprehension suggests that shifts in the situation model change the accessibility of content through the highlighting, or foregrounding, of important story elements (Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem, 1987). For instance, an object that is associated (picked up, carried) with a protagonist becomes foregrounded, relative to items that are dissociated (set down, discarded, etc.). Associated objects are highly accessible in memory—they are recognized and read more quickly than dissociated objects (Glenberg et al., 1987)—and are more likely to influence the reader’s expectations (Cook, Gueraud, Was, & O’Brien, 2007). Similar effects occur when protagonists meet up versus separate (Gerrig & McKoon, 2001).

We hypothesized that foregrounding carries implications for math story problems because math answer retrieval depends on the accessibility of problem content. If foregrounding raises the accessibility of content that interferes with answer retrieval in a math story problem, this interfering content might be harmful for problem solving. Siegler’s (1988) distribution of associations (DOA) model describes a relationship between content accessibility and math answer retrieval that supports our hypothesis.

The Distribution of Associations Model

According to the DOA model, when one is presented with a math problem (e.g., $4 \times 5$), both the correct answer ($4 \times 5 = 20$) and incorrect answers ($4 \times 5 = 21$) are activated and compete for retrieval. The efficacy of retrieval depends on the associative strength of the correct answer, relative to the incorrect answer. Thus, if an incorrect answer becomes more accessible, it should interfere with correct answer retrieval.
Although most incorrect answers are weak competitors for retrieval, certain math operations draw upon overlapping retrieval structures that cause mutual interference. In particular, there is evidence that both multiplication and addition operations are automatically activated during either type of calculation and cause strong interference for one another (Zbrodoff & Logan, 1986). Campbell and Timm (2000) showed that when participants completed either multiplication or division problems prior to an addition task, multiplication selectively interfered with addition, resulting in reduced addition speed and accuracy, relative to the division condition. Conversely, multiplication fact retrieval is significantly slowed and less accurate when an addition answer is presented ($4 \times 5 = 9$; true or false?) versus when it is not ($4 \times 5 = 8$; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974).

Thus, addition answers can be particularly interfering for multiplication, and vice versa. Of course, for adults who have been practicing multiplication and addition for years, under most conditions, even highly interfering answers (i.e., 7 for $3 \times 4 = ?$) are less activated than the correct answer (12). However, the automatic activation of these competing associations is sensitive to semantic context (Bassok, Pedigo, & Oskarsson, 2008). Therefore, if an interfering answer became foregrounded—and, thus, highly accessible in memory—it might disrupt answer retrieval. As a result, even slight shifts in the text of a story problem could affect math problem solving.

**The Present Experiments**

In two experiments, we used the association–dissociation paradigm from Glenberg et al. (1987) to demonstrate that foregrounding potentially interfering numerical content during a multiplication story problem can negatively impact performance. In Experiment 1, participants read a short passage that either associated a number of objects with the protagonist (“On his way there, Brian stopped at a department store and bought 7 shirts”) or dissociated them (“On his way there, Brian stopped at a department store and returned 7 shirts”). After this passage, the participants read the rest of the math problem (“Brian bought 3 boxes of lightbulbs. Each box contained 4 lightbulbs. How many lightbulbs did Brian buy?”). On half the trials, the number of objects related to the protagonist corresponded to the highly interfering addition solution, selected for the mutual interference between multiplication and addition retrieval (e.g., for the above $3 \times 4$ problem, 7, because $3 + 4 = 7$; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974; Zbrodoff & Logan, 1986). For the other half of trials, the number of objects was a control, selected to produce relatively low retrieval interference.

If numeric content associated with a set of objects is foregrounded, the elicited situation model should affect math performance. Specifically, when highly interfering numerical content is associated with the protagonist and, thus, made more accessible, this content should compete with retrieval of the correct answer, causing errors in problem solving. If these increased errors are, in fact, due to interference, foregrounding should relate to poor math performance only when the numeric content interferes with multiplication retrieval. This is a critical test of our hypothesis: If foregrounding causes failure simply by increasing cognitive load (a manipulation shown to impair math performance; DeStefano & LeFevre, 2004), associating any set of objects with the protagonist should cause performance decrements. But if increased errors occur selectively in conditions in which the foregrounded number is highly interfering for the calculation needed to be performed (e.g., an addition answer to a multiplication problem), this will provide evidence that numerical interference is the key source of performance loss. As a preview, this is exactly what we found. Association impeded multiplication performance, but only on trials that included highly interfering numerical content.

Furthermore, if foregrounding leads to math errors through retrieval interference, individual differences in the ability to inhibit interfering associations should relate to this performance decrement. Working memory (WM) is one such individual-difference variable that is linked with the ability to inhibit competing associations (Conway & Engle, 1994). If answer retrieval depends on the ability to inhibit interference, variation in WM should correspond to math performance when interfering content (i.e., the addition answer) is foregrounded. Experiment 2 explored this possibility. If true, such a finding would suggest that math problems not constructed with findings from the situation model literature in mind might inadvertently measure solvers’ WM capacity, rather than their math knowledge exclusively. This seems problematic if the primary goal of a test is to assess what math students have learned in school, rather than individual differences in general cognitive capacity.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

**Method**

**Participants.** Thirty-eight participants (27 females) were recruited from the participant pool at the University of Chicago (mean age = 21.14 years, $SD = 2.87$) for a “cognitive tasks study.” During recruitment, there was no reference to math or sentence comprehension. The participants received $10 or course credit for participation.

**Procedure.** The participants first filled out a consent form and then were told that they would be performing a computerized task involving math story problems. The participants read through a series of instructions and began the task.

The participants completed 72 problems in a completely within-subjects design. Half of the problems were multiplication problems of interest, and half were filler division problems. Division problems were designed to prevent the participants from skimming the material for numbers and immediately multiplying them, rather than thoroughly reading the information, and were not analyzed.

Multiplication problems were evenly divided in a 2 (numerical interference: high, low) $\times 2$ (association: associated, dissociated) design. On each trial, a particular math fact (e.g., $8 \times 7$) paired with a story context was randomly sampled. Math facts were paired with a particular story to ensure story plausibility (e.g., for $8 \times 7$, scenarios such as “Bryan picked up the 15 bowling balls and went to the counter” were avoided because they could not be physically realized). This story was then randomly placed in one of the four conditions by changing the sentences and numbers (see below). Thus, for every math fact from 2 $\times 2$ to 9 $\times 9$ (i.e., $2 \times 2$, $2 \times 3$, etc.), we generated four problem versions that corresponded to the four conditions in our $2 \times 2$ design. This allowed us to equate problem size across conditions. Each participant randomly saw one version
of the problem, so that they received an equal number of problems in each condition.

The association factor was varied by changing one to three words in the sentence that either associated the set of objects with the protagonist or dissociated it from the protagonist. The numerical interference factor was varied by changing the number mentioned in the introduction. In the high-interference condition, this number was the highly interfering addition answer. In the low-interference condition, the number was randomly selected from the same range as the interfering numbers (4–18, corresponding to the addition solutions 2 + 2 through 9 + 9), with the only restriction being that this randomly selected number was not the highly interfering addition answer. We did not control for other potential sources of interference in the low-interference condition (e.g., interference from adjacent multiplication solutions), because these occurred rarely and would only work against finding an impact of our numerical interference factor. Condition order was randomized within and across participants.

Each problem began with a two-sentence opening passage. The first sentence introduced the scenario (“Alexis, an architect, was busy designing a new office building downtown”). The second sentence was either an associated condition (“She picked up the 4 sketches she had been working on and took the elevator to a meeting where she would deliver her ideas”) or a dissociated condition (“She set aside the 4 sketches she had been working on and took the elevator to a meeting where she would deliver her ideas”). This screen was displayed separately from the main problem, so the participants were obligated to read each passage for potentially relevant information. This also allowed us to obtain introduction passage reading times. The participants then pressed the space bar to continue the problem.

The arithmetic problem itself was either a multiplication problem (“Alexis’ elevator took her 9 floors down. If each floor is 8 feet tall, how many did she go down?”) or a division problem (“Each floor of Alexis’ building is 8 feet tall. If she went 72 feet down in the elevator, how many floors down did she go?”). The story problem remained on the screen until the participants spoke their answer into the microphone. A text box then appeared, (“Each floor of Alexis’ building is 8 feet tall. If she went 72 feet down in the elevator, how many floors down did she go?”). The story problem remained on the screen until the participants spoke their answer into the microphone. A text box then appeared, and the participants typed in their previously stated answer. Accuracy feedback was then displayed for 1,000 msec. Lastly, the participants rated the introduction sentences for clarity (“How clear was the passage?”) and similarity to other passages (“How similar was the passage?”). This instruction was included to further encourage the participants to read the opening passage completely.

Results

Multiplication problem errors and reaction time (RT) served as the dependent measures of interest. Data from 2 participants were removed because their introduction passage reading time or their math problem accuracy was not within three SDs of the group average.

We first analyzed reading times for the introductory sentence, the section of the text prior to the story problem. The participants took around 5 sec (M = 5.49 sec, SD = 2.23) to read these sentences. Sentences contained 27 words on average (M = 27.03, SD = 5.6) and depicted objects that were either associated with or dissociated from a protagonist. Reading times for sentences depicting objects dissociated from the protagonist showed a trend toward being longer than reading times for sentences associating objects with the protagonist [t(35) = 2.14, SE = 103.3, p = .04; t(35) = 1.80, SE = 135.5, p = .08].

Next, we analyzed multiplication errors with a 2 (numerical interference: high, low) × 2 (association: associated, dissociated) ANOVA using both participants (F1) and items (F2) as random variables. Neither the main effect of interference [F1(1,35) = 1.56, MSE = .010, p = .22; F2(1,35) = 1.79, MSE = .011, p = .19] nor that of association [F1(1,35) = 0.39, MSE = .002, p = .54; F2(1,35) = 0.003, MSE < .001, p = .96] was reliably significant. However, the interference × association interaction was significant across both participants [F1(1,35) = 4.33, MSE = .031, p < .05] and items [F2(1,35) = 4.98, MSE = .024, p < .05].

As is shown in Figure 1, in the associated condition, performance for the high-interference number problems was significantly worse than that for the low-interference problems [t1(35) = 2.38, SE = .019, p < .05; t2(35) = 2.73, SE = .016, p < .01]. In the dissociated condition, this difference was not significant [t1(35) = 0.63, SE = .020, p = .54; t2(35) = −0.468, SE = .019, p = .64]. These results suggest that the participants constructed a situation model of the story problem and that the content of this mental model had an effect on problem solving by modulating the impact of numerical interference on correct answer retrieval.

Multiplication RTs were analyzed using the same 2 (numerical interference: high, low) × 2 (association: associated, dissociated) ANOVA. Neither the main effect of interference [F1(1,35) = 1.81, MSE = 1,766,708, p = .19; F2(1,35) = 1.54, MSE = 1,988,944, p = .22] nor that of situation [F1(1,35) = 0.09, MSE = 112,952, p = .76; F2(1,35) = 0.572, MSE = 534,903, p = .45] nor the interference × association interaction, was reliably significant [associated, low interference, M = 5.679 msec, SE = 345; high interference, M = 5,108 msec, SE = 342; dissociated, low interference, M = 5,386 msec, SE = 310; high interference, M = 5,513 msec, SE = 337; F1(1,35) = 3.57, p = .07, MSE = 4,384,874; F2(1,35) = 7.48, MSE = 7,493,115, p < .01].

One might note that the interference × association interaction in RTs approached significance in the participant analysis. We thus felt it was important to verify
that this was not indicative of a trade-off with our error rates—especially for our most critical comparison in the associated condition of high-interference versus low-interference errors. This does not appear to have been the case. First, in the associated high-interference condition, multiplication errors were not related to RT such that the participants who made more errors were faster to solve the problems \(r(36) = .06, p = .72\). Moreover, low-interference errors were significantly lower than high-interference errors in the associated condition even when difference in RT across these conditions (associated—low-interference RT — associated—high-interference RT) was covaried out \(F(1,34) = 4.78, MS_e = .034, p < .05; F_2(1,34) = 5.49, MS_e = .025, p < .05\). Finally, the omnibus interference \(\times\) association interaction in accuracy also remained significant \(F_2(1,34) = 4.15, MS_e = .030, p < .05; F_2(1,34) = 4.83, MS_e = .024, p < .05\) when differences in RT across the associated conditions were covaried out.

Discussion

Participants solved math story problems that were prefaced by seemingly harmless passages about the main character. Yet, when a passage associated a set of objects with the protagonist, performance was affected by the numerical content of that set if the number of objects corresponded to the addition solution (an association that interferes with multiplication retrieval; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974; Zbrodoff & Logan, 1986). This increase in errors was not seen for noninterfering numbers of objects or when these same objects were divorced from the main character. Manipulation of the situation model can affect math problem solving—specifically, by varying the accessibility of potentially interfering content.

If Experiment 1’s results were due to retrieval interference, it follows that individual differences in WM should predict performance when interference is at its highest—that is, when interfering numerical content is foregrounded—because WM is critical for the inhibition of retrieval interference (Conway & Engle, 1994). Experiment 2 tested this notion by replicating Experiment 1 and examining performance as a function of individual differences in WM.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method

Participants. Twenty-one participants (9 males) who did not take part in Experiment 1 were recruited from the participant pool at the University of Chicago (mean age = 21.33 years, \(SD = 2.51\)), using Experiment 1’s methods.

Individual differences in WM were assessed using the automated reading span (RSPAN). The RSPAN involves reading a series of sentences, followed by letters (e.g., “On warm sunny afternoons, I like to walk in the park. F?”). Participants judge whether each sentence makes sense by clicking “True” or “False” on the computer. At the end of a series of these letter–sentence pairs, the participants recall the sequence of letters. Each series contains two to five sentence-letter pairs. Length order is determined randomly. Individuals are tested on three series of each length. We calculated RSPAN scores on the basis of the number of letters recalled in the correct order on any trial, regardless of whether the entire sequence was correct (Conway et al.’s [2005] recommended partial-credit scoring procedure). RSPAN scores ranged from 34 to 74 \((M = 59.22, SE = 2.49)\).

Procedure. The arithmetic task was identical to that in Experiment 1, with the exception that each participant completed twice as many problems. Following this task, the participants completed the RSPAN.

Results

As in Experiment 1, the participants’ data were analyzed only if their reading times on the introduction passages and their accuracy on the math problems were within three \(SDs\) of the group average. One participant was removed because she did not meet these criteria. Two participants were not included in the WM analysis, because they arrived late and did not have time to complete the RSPAN.

As in Experiment 1, sentence reading times averaged about 5 sec \((M = 5.09 \text{ sec}, SD = 2.17)\). There were no significant differences in reading times across the associated and dissociated condition sentences \(t_1(19) = 1.18, SE = 108, p = .25; t_2(143) = 1.19, SE = 135, p = .24\).

Multiplication errors were investigated in a 2 (numerical interference: high, low) \(\times\) 2 (association: associated, dissociated) ANOVA (Figure 2). Neither the main effect of association \(F_1(1,19) = 3.70, MS_e = .005, p = .07; F_2(1,71) = 2.49, MS_e = .031, p = .12\) nor the main effect of interference \(F_1(1,19) = 3.39, MS_e = .019, p = .08; F_2(1,143) = 3.19, MS_e = .042, p = .08\) was significant. However, as in Experiment 1, there was a significant interference \(\times\) association interaction \(F_1(1,19) = 10.50, MS_e = .019, p < .005; F_2(1,71) = 4.81, MS_e = .046, p < .05\). The impact of numerical interference on performance depended on whether these numbers (represented as a set of objects) were associated with the protagonist or not. In the associated condition, performance on the high-interference number problems was significantly worse than that on the low-interference problems \(t_1(19) = 2.83, SE = .021, p = .01; t_2(71) = 2.33, SE = .021, p < .05\). In the dissociated condition, this difference was not sig-

![Figure 2. Mean story problem errors in Experiment 2. Error bars denote standard errors.](image-url)
significant \([t_{1}(19) = -0.20, p = .85, SE = .014; t_{2}(71) = -0.09, SE = .013, p = .93]\).

Multiplication RTs were analyzed with a similar \(2 \times 2\) ANOVA. Although there was a significant main effect of interference \([F_{1}(1,19) = 4.07, MS_{e} = 2,789,257, p = .06; F_{2}(1,71) = 5.44, MS_{e} = 18,375,403, p < .05]\), neither the main effect of association \([M = 9 \text{ msec}, SE = 139; F_{1}(1,19) = 0.003, MS_{e} = 1,442, p = .96; F_{2}(1,71) = 0.07, MS_{e} = 207,198, p = .79]\) nor the interference \(\times\) association interaction was significant \([F_{1}(1,19) = 0.20, p = .64; F_{2}(1,71) = 1.82, p = .19, SE = .06; F_{2}(1,71) = 0.06, p = .668]\).

Finally, we looked at how individual differences in WM related to math performance when the situation model foregrounded potentially interfering numerical content. To do this, we computed an interference score for each participant in both association conditions by subtracting low-interference math errors from high-interference math errors. This interference score represents the performance loss resulting from the addition of high-interfering content, using the low-interference condition as a baseline. A higher score means more interference-related performance loss for a given condition.

Using this interference score, we examined the relationship between interference-related errors and WM. There was a significant correlation between RSPAN and interference scores in the associated condition \([r(18) = -.65, p < .005]\) (Figure 3A). When the set of objects was associated with the protagonists, the lower the participant’s WM, the more errors he or she made as a result of numerical interference. This same correlation was not significant in the dissociated condition \([r(18) = -1.1, p = .64]\), when interfering content was not foregrounded (Figure 3B). These correlations were significantly different from each other \([z(18) = -1.82, p < .05, \text{ one-tailed}]\). Thus, when interfering material is foregrounded, WM is related to math errors in simple math story problems. When the potential for interference is minimized because inferring information is not foregrounded, this relation disappears.

**Discussion**

We replicated our finding of an increase in math errors for foregrounded, interfering material, as compared with nonforegrounded and noninterfering numerical content. Furthermore, we showed that this increase in errors was related to individual differences in WM. The lower the participant’s WM, the more the participant’s math-problem-solving accuracy was impacted when the interfering numerical information was foregrounded. Given that standardized tests are often designed to measure student learning rather than general cognitive ability, this finding provides an important caveat for test design: Features of a test that make interfering content more accessible, such as foregrounding in a math story problem, not only impair performance, but also alter what predicts success. Under these conditions, individual differences in WM play a greater role in performance, reducing the relative contribution of other factors, such as math knowledge.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

Across two experiments, participants read multiplication story problems in which sets of objects were either associated with or dissociated from a protagonist. When the number of objects in the set was also the sum of the two numbers to be multiplied (a highly interfering number for multiplication retrieval; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974; Zbrodoff & Logan, 1986), performance suffered, but only...
when those objects were associated with the protagonist. Foregrounding, the process of highlighting important story elements, can act on the associative content of the story to the potential disadvantage of the problem solver.

We also looked at how the impact of foregrounded, interfering material might vary as a function of WM. Because individual differences in WM are related to the ability to retrieve content under conditions of interference (Conway & Engle, 1994), math story performance should be sensitive to WM differences when interference is at its strongest. In Experiment 2, we found that, when interfering numerical content was associated with the protagonist, the lower the participant’s WM, the more errors on the task.

One might wonder why we chose the RSPAN as our WM measure. We did this because (1) the RSPAN has been shown to be a reliable predictor of a domain-general WM construct (Conway et al., 2005) and (2) we did not want to involve any math in our WM measure. Using a WM measure such as the operation span (OSPAN), which is similar to the RSPAN, except that participants solve math equations instead of making sentence judgments, would leave open an alternative explanation for our WM—interference correlation—that is, that decreased interference with increasing WM could have been due to OSPAN’s relation to math ability and was not necessarily a result of the inhibition of interference. A similar critique could be applied to the RSPAN, but it would make the opposite prediction. If reading span is related to a superior construction of the situation model (although previous research suggests that it is not; Radvansky & Copeland, 2001), a higher reading span would lead to increased interference effects as a result of foregrounding. This alternative explanation would not account for (and indeed might hide the full magnitude of) our observed negative relationship between WM and interference errors.

The DOA model (Siegler, 1988) suggests that retrieval efficacy is based on the association of a problem with the correct answer, relative to alternative associations. Therefore, one might expect that priming an incorrect addition answer would result in intrusions related to those alternative associations (responding “7” to $3 \times 4$). But, in the present data, these errors accounted for only about 5% of incorrect answers across all multiplication conditions (5.6% in Experiment 1 and 4.1% in Experiment 2). The priming of the addition association appeared to be robust enough to interfere with multiplicative accuracy—producing an answer that would lead to an incorrect question on a test—but not robust enough to produce significant addition intrusions. Interestingly, however, the bulk of incorrect multiplication responses were smaller than the correct solution (Experiment 1, 79.1%; Experiment 2, 83.5%), suggesting that answers were potentially biased by the size of the primes (which were, on average, lower than the multiplication answers). Future work examining how the specific incorrect answers produced on multiplication problems prefaced by foregrounded addition solutions come about will shed further light on our mental representation of arithmetic facts and incorrect associations in math story problems.

In conclusion, we show that situation models can affect problem solving—and enhance the role of WM in performance—simply by changing the accessibility of content within a math story problem. For tests designed to capture the math that students learn in school, rather than their general cognitive abilities, the situation model elicited by a math story problem matters.
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